The honors in being the first man to cross the Harvard goal line this year, has fallen to Floyd Thomas. Floyd Thomas is the only back that has captured the Crimson goal line so far proving that he has not any of the old time processes.
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---

**Local High School has Hard Schedule**

**MEETS LEADING TEAMS OF STATE IN FOOTBALL**

The high school, consisting of thirty-four trio, has been five weeks under the direction of Coach Hawley, who expresses himself as well pleased with the showing made thus far. The attention, caused by constant postponements of games that are so often left on the last day of football. Other men who have shown up well are Miller, Hart, Hackman, Anderson, and Sandell. The first regular game will occur Saturday, with Rock Island.

---

**Freshmen Scrimmage with Varsity Band**

**COACHES GAVE ALL NEW TRY-OUTS LAST EVENING**

Sixty men got into Play on Two Thousand Points. Albert Alex- sker to Right End

A strenuous week's work started Thursday night, when Coach Hawley and his entirely revived squad passed through the stiffest workouts of the season thus far. Indisputably, the freshmen got their first taste of real football, and every senior of Stewart's rosters got a chance to mix with one of the varsity troops in hopes of being useful on the Iowa field.

The net result of the night's work seemed to show that the extension of the varsity back the coach was able to pick from the team was none too good, but he did have a few sprints of interest to turn. jogging, but not having entirely healed. Van Lecce put in a fine performance at J. T. Hatton, Ackerman, Baldwin, thirty men were used during the first regular game at Wednesday evening, and a good attendance marked the beginning of the school year. A well attended reception last Wednesday evening. A record breaker for the occasion.

---

**Most Important**

The importance of the directory to anyone who has any connection with the university can hardly be overstated. Nothing of the kind has ever been put out until last year, and it is now because of an indispensable article. The value of the book is well seen in this respect. When it is referred to, the full name, home and city addresses, and telephone number of every student in the university, besides the following similar data on the professors and facts about university organizations is given.

For instance, two members of the class of 1905-'06, who have not yet found their addresses.

---

**Student Directory Will Appear Again**

Register Enquirer Request for Second Printing of student Ad- dresses due at once.

---

**If students receive in the war in which they are asked for, no other students' directory will shortly be out in the hands of the public.**

---

**For Al-**

**Local High School**

---

**Furnace tank front**

---

**General Meeting**

---

**First Meeting of Club**

---

**Gym Work Ward**

---

**The world's highest distinction has been awarded to these students in the competition for work they are asked to be prominent in their reporting of their achievements and its value is increased by the spirit in which it is done.**

---

**DAILY BULLETIN**

---

**PERFORMANCE**

---

**Valuable Publication Will Soon Be Issued**
The Wright Brothers. Nothing new upon the exhibition itself, is being more discussed in Cedar Rapids and eastern Iowa today than the Wright brothers in which wonderful flights will be made daily 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Eastern Iowa Exposition, Cedar Rapids. Subscriptions and outlooks of the flights are contained in the box below. They give in sumulated from the principal facts about the Wright brothers. The wood used in the planes, revised in directions opposite to each other, this system of regulation maintaining an equilibrium and a stability that is especially valuable when the airplane is turning certain, 300 feet, Southward to re- 
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Greatest Ready-to-wear Values
In Southeastern Iowa

There isn’t the least bit of doubt about it—THE IOWAN gives the greatest values in finest Suits, Coats, Dresses, Waists, Skirts, Sweaters, From the finest to the commonest. New, neat styles, best materials and beautifully made. At any price you want to pay. Remember every new idea is represented in our Fall Arrivals. Suits, extra values, from $10 to $65. Coats, extra value, from $14 to $85. Brilliant Fall Coats, extra values, from $25 to $105. Pops Coats, extra values, from $20.50 and Upward. Reversible Coats, extra values, from $45 to $105.

QUALITY FIRST LAST AND ALWAYS

PLAYS AND PLAYGIRLS
At the Bijou
An amusing entertaining bill is on the way at the Bijou vaudeville house now. Mario R. Hill has one of the cleverest and finest comic impersonations these many a day he does and he introduces some effective singing.

Ina Bencky and Violet Moore are a pair of bright and sparkling entertainers, heavenly toned singer dancers and dialogue queens and “modern” women who know how to handle a Koran and a buttonhole and who are especially pleasing, and is about what a trip in this line is. As background, the offering is the “Pies,” Roscoe, Lidia & Co., who turn in a novel act in novel style.

STACY The Student
Koren Finishes

I was prepared to do all kinds of Kozen making and developing. Our lives are reasonable, work guaranteed and finished promptly.

Mr. STACY

WE know your laundry work; we ask you to let us have it because we have the facilities and experience that enable us to do the best of work—work that we are satisfied will please you.

The C. O. D. Steam Laundry
OWENS & GRAHAM, Prop.
Phone 1189
212 1/2 Iowa Ave.

$1.00 OPENs AN ACCOUNT WITH
THE COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK

We solicit accounts of one dollar and up. Pay your bills by check. Then you can keep a record of expenses and have no trouble with receipts.

Separate room for ladies.
Small, private, safety deposit boxes for rent, for $1.50 a year. Try one.

Cor. Washington and Dubuque Sts.
Superior tailoring of the highest grade woolens cut by an expert, place our tailor-made clothes in a class by themselves.

Our woolens are the newest patterns shown by the best woolen houses of woolens, guaranteed first in grade, and all hand tailored by men, stylish and shape retaining. No substitution will be made in any respect, guarantee full satisfaction. Prices no higher than 'Grab Bag' 'Ready Made'.

Our garments contain the highest grade of woolens, guaranteed like new and are all hand tailored by men, stylish and shape retaining. No substitution will be made in any respect, guaranteed full satisfaction. Prices no higher than 'Grab Bag' 'Ready Made'.

Our workmanship is so accurate as to be indistinguishable from that of the best tailors. We are able to furnish clothes that will last longer and cost less than those of any other retailer in the city.

Respectful inquiries invited and every effort made to accommodate all. All orders accepted on approved account. We are also able to furnish clothes that will last longer and cost less than those of any other retailer in the city.

Miss Murphy offered the use of the room in Cedar Rapids. The committee of '97 for the men and religion will meet tonight at 7 o'clock.

Beating the drum, the meeting was opened by the sudden death of a member of the Newman society at the K. C. Y. M. C. A., located at Colfax, Iowa.

The meeting was called to order by the secretary, and the following officers were elected:

President: T. H. Watkins & Son
Vice-Preside...

Fresh fruits, eggs, and butter. Every sale a cash sale.

Welcome Student At Townsend's Studio
22 S. Clinton Street

A complete revolution deep cut in prices of meats.

Come in and give us a trial. We know you will appreciate the cut in price. Every sale a cash sale.

Grandmather's Grocery. Exclusive Agent for the Best COFFEE CHASE AND SANBORN'S FRESH FRUITS, EGGS, and BUTTER Phone 89 129 S. Dubuque St.

Nature's Own Remedy

Fry's Pure Colfax Water

in bottles and jugs. Shipped only by L. C. Fry & Co. from the original Fry Mineral Springs located at Colfax, Iowa. HARRY L. WILSON, agent, and J. W. MILLIS, BOTTLING WORKS, agents for Iowa and Illinois.

Nature's Own Remedy

There will be a regular meeting of the Newman society at the K. C. Y. M. C. A. meeting Wednesday night at 7.

Dramatic Club Notice

An open meeting of the Dramatic Club, who are desirous of trying out, kindly hand their names to Miss M. H. R....
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